
 

BonustopicDynamizProgramming

Idea Find optimal solutions by solving
Subprobleme then building up bit by bit

kind of like the branching in BAB

n requestsw
i

Ola but not optimal

DynamicProgramming Ola and optimal
Linear time Crazy

Suppose we have requests
R ri ra ra in

Each request ri has a value Vi start time
Si and finish time fi Assume we have

sorted by finish time f E f e Efa

Given any set S of requests define Ocs to
be the score of the optimal solution using
intervals in S

Define Rie ri ra ra rn Ktn



Question If we know OCR OCR O Re i
then can we use this to compute

OCRe OLEN re

If the answer is yes then we're in good
shape
OCR is easy to compute O Er v

Use OCR to compute OCR
Use 0112 and OCR to compute OCR
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Want OCRa I 5 5 5 9

If we know OCR OCR OCR OCR OCR
can we easily get OCR

Fact ro is either in an optimal solution
or not in any optimal solution

Ifno OCR OLRs
Ito OCR 6 O Ry



Formula O Ra Max OCR 7 OCRy
OCR Max 9,7 5 120

This is a recursive formula max 9,7 5

OCR Max OCR 7 014 120

ocfj maxf4ORFOCRFEORD.HR
g

Imax 5,97 9 Imax 5 1 2

OR Max OCR 1 OCR OCR 2
Max 5117 5

OCR Max OCR 5
Max 2,51 5

M

tPÉÉ5be the intervals in S that
don't conflict with the last element in S
EI p Ra ri ra B ry

p Ry r

They O Rie 0 if Rick
Max OIRA Viet O p Rr

Rie 3
Implemented in code like this it will still be
exponential time because of lots of repeat work



IER Ry

Ry KR
Er Rio die o

dido Kia kia
Kia o a

a Lots of repeat work

Easy to remove duplicate work if the first
time we solve a case Cee OCR we
stove the value This is called memorization

Psqdefide
empty dictionary sorted by end time

function wits f should return score of
if S is a key in memo best sol
return memo Is

if 5 93
memots3 0
return
Orlast request in S



u value of r

score max wi S r ut wi pls
memo Is score

return score

This time is linear not counting sorting

What does memo look like at the end

0 O

Ry 5
R 2

Rs 9
Rz 5

Rz 5
Re 12

Once we know the best score is 12 how
do we reconstruct the actual solution that has
a score of 12

then Wi Ra
12 Wi Ro max q

taking and

5 Wi Ry max 3J
not taking ry

calling wi Rz

5 Wi Rz max 05,17 not taking
r

calling wi Ra



5 Wi Rz max 2,50 taking Iris and
calling wi O

wi 07 0

Best solution rare

BonustopicDynamizProgramming part 2

Example 2 Segmented Least Squares

Normal Linear Regression
4 points G Y xu yn

goal minimize the
quantity

e Lexi y
it

Bad for a data set like this
a



Segmentedleastsquares
Split the data points into k consecutive blocks
Find the least squares line separately for each
block

Minimize some combo of
of lines and the errors

HAof each line
we want to penalize each
new line by a little

SEC of lines t sum of the errors
of each line

00 is a constant that we can tweak
to help us find desirable solutions

SearchSpace all ways of splitting the
points sorted in increasing order by
x value into any of non empty
consecutive blocks

Ee n 10

LIEVE
5 2 3 10Yblocks

4 2 3 1 10
2 4 3 1 10



These are called integer compositions

Fact of integer compositions of n is

2

Solving With Dynamic Programming

Each solution to this problem consists of
optimal
The final block Pi Piti Pn

Anoptimal solution on all other points
Pa Pa i pit

LIEVERGYblocks

EVEN

23447910
enter



Sprite is the error of the minimum least
squares line on the points pi Pini op

minimal

Oci the optimal score on the
points Pi Pri Pi

What is the score of theetsolutonth last block
90 Pi Piti Pa

cost ein Ct Oli c
r

error of penalty of last lineoptimal cost for the
last line points pi pi Pit

iiii

Pi Pud

Ocon
best score for

Papa Pit



What is the optimal score fer p Pn
We need to pick the value of i
that minimizes

eint Ct Oli 1

Recurrence 0107 0

Oj min

Kiej
list Ctociy

To do this in code we can actually build
from the bottom up Coco 0111,012
This is iterative

memo dictC
Oloimemo 03 0

compute es j for all pairs kit en

for j l in
OG memo I min ei jtC memoli 1 it
return memo In

Runtime Oln not including the computation of
us the ei

0 2n



The key to making dynamic programming
work is figuring out whatyouneedtoknow

For 529 you only need to know the optimal
cost for each possible endpoint Oli D

The actual composition that gets you that
score is irrelevant

BonustopicDynamizProgramming part3

Example3_

Suppose we want to add item n to a

solution for the first n t items What
do we need to know

i value of that solution two things

Weightaitentatehytatitount of remaining
capacity

Consider items I In with values Vi or

weights wi 0 capacity C

Define Olj w to be the optimal score on

items I I with total weight E W



If item u is not in an optimal solution
Ocn C Out C

If item is in any optimal solution

Oln C Unt Oln 1 c Wn

Recurrencet
0 j 0

Oli w O j 1 w Wj W

Max OG 1 w
Vj 0 j 1 w w

otherwise
Pretty fast What's getting memorized

Memo should keep track of Oli w for
all I
Ejen

O E we

g
of items of capacity

Memo dict will have Oln c entries

This will return the optimal score How do
you turn that into an optimal solution
Trace back through the memo dict



Start by looking memo In c

0 Solution is empty

memotent c Solution does not
contain nth item

so go look at memolintCD
and repeat

Unt memotent c Wn

Solution does contain nth item
so include it then repeat this
process with memo Int C un

TSP there is a D P algo for travelling
salesman

Problem it's O n 24
Beats Olu

In he


